The enhanced system supports up to 2 Door Stations and 3 Inside Stations with the addition of these features: Picture Memory to record visitors, Voice Memo to leave messages on the inside monitor and Message for Entrance to record a message for visitors when speaking to them is not appropriate. All these features in a monitor that’s only 32mm (1-1/4”) thick!

- **Picture Memory**: Picture Memory is available both manually & automatically.
- **Voice Memo**: Easily record and playback a short message for someone or a reminder for yourself using the Voice Memo feature.
- **Message for Entrance**: Outgoing messages can be recorded and sent out at the Door Station.

### Specifications

- **Picture Memory**: Up to 50 pictures can be recorded. A max. length of approx. 8 sec. (8 shots) can be recorded with 1 picture and 1 shot for each second. Up to 10 pictures can be protected from automatic overwriting.
- **Voice Memo**: Up to 3 Voice Memos for internal use can be recorded. (max. of approx. 15 sec./memo)
- **Message for Entrance**: 2 messages can be recorded. (max. of approx. 10 sec./message)

---

**Picture Memory**

Picture Memory is available both manually & automatically. If a call is received from the Video Door Station, the unit starts recording automatically, or you can also start recording by pressing the REC button manually.

Up to 50 pictures can be recorded. A max. length of approx. 8 sec. (8 shots) can be recorded with 1 picture and 1 shot for each second. Up to 10 pictures can be protected from automatic overwriting.

---

**Voice Memo**

Take advantage of the new Voice Memo feature to stay in touch with family.

Easily record and playback a short message for someone or a reminder for yourself using the Voice Memo feature.

Up to 3 Voice Memos for internal use can be recorded. (max. of approx. 15 sec./memo)

---

**Message for Entrance**

Outgoing messages can be recorded and sent out at the Door Station.

2 messages can be recorded. (max. of approx. 10 sec./message)